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Abstract—Face recognition represents an appealing solution for
biometrics-based unobtrusive and flexible person authentication. However, most solutions proposed in the literature suffer from some significant drawbacks, such as, high computational complexity, the need
for a centralized biometrics database (which is not desirable, due to
widespread international provisions discouraging collections of sensitive
personal data) and limited scalability on a large number of enrolled
subjects. We propose a novel person authentication solution based on
a cascade of face recognition and pattern matching algorithms, that not
only provides for high reliability and robustness against impostors, but
also stores in a personal RFID tag all the needed individual biometrics
information of the user, who therefore always remains in control, and has
the exclusive availability, of such sensitive data. The paper describes
the proposed approach, called RFaceID, and discusses its performance
in terms of the ratio between false acceptance rate and false rejection
rate and in terms of authentication time, when applied to the VidTIMIT,
Extended Yale B and MOBIO widely adopted face databases.
Index Terms—Biometrics, face recognition, RFID tags

EDICS Category: Face Recognition, Biometrics,
Authentication
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I NTRODUCTION

The interest towards Biometric authentication for high
security protection systems has been consistently increasing over the last decade. Several realistic applications have been introduced, under the strict constraint
that the selected physiological or behavioral characteristics of the subject cannot be stolen or imitated [1]. Face
characteristics are among the most frequently adopted
features, as they can be easily “sensed” from a distance
of a few meters without requiring direct contact or
close-up image acquisition [2]. Moreover, local as well
as transnational regulations often explicitly enforce that
people expose their face while approaching guarded
gates or otherwise accessing controlled areas. However,
face characteristics are considered as sensitive personal
data in several countries and therefore their collection
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is strongly discouraged or even prohibited. Several provisions enacted by the responsible authorities (e.g., art.
29 Working Party of the European Commission for the
protection of biometric data), advise against the use of a
centralized server in these kind of systems, except for few
specific purposes. The EC authority considers advisable
that “biometric systems are based on the reading of biometric
data stored as encrypted templates on media that are held
exclusively by the relevant data subjects (e.g. smart cards
or similar devices)” [3]. Therefore the approaches storing
the biometric data in the authentication system (as most
works in the literature do) should be avoided.
In order to overcome the issues described above, in
this work we introduce RFaceID, a novel two-factor
authentication architecture based on an RFID tag and a
cascade of two face recognition stages. The first stage
uses the Two-Dimensional Principal Component Analysis
(2DPCA) [4], while the second is based on the Speededup Robust Features Detector (SURF) [5] pattern matching
algorithm. The main value-added is threefold. First, a
technique based on the novel BestPoint model to jointly
calculate the optimal parameters for the two stages,
which allows a very high recognition rate together with
an extremely low false acceptance rate. Second, the proposed approach does not require a centralized database
storing the biometric data of all the authorized subjects.
It only relies on the personal biometric information
stored into the RFID tag, which always remains available
exclusively to the user. Third, RFaceID is devised to
work on images captured at a very low resolution, compatible with the storing capacity of the small memories
(8-32 Kbytes) of the passive RFID tags currently on the
market, with improved accuracy over the existing state
of the art (both in terms of false acceptance rate and of
false rejection rate) even in presence of largely varying
illumination.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II provides a description of related works and addresses
their limitations. Section III proposes a relation between
face recognition and face authentication algorithms, thus
paving the way for the proposed authentication approach, which is introduced in Section IV. Sections V
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and VI describe the enrollment and the authentication
phases, respectively. Section VII presents a testing protocol developed in order to assess the performance of the
proposed approach and compares its results with those
produced by a recent state-of-the-art algorithm based
on Gabor Disparity [6]. Section VIII demonstrates the
superiority of RFaceID with respect to the VisilabFaceRec algorithm, which shares some structural similarities
with RFaceID and was recently presented in [7]. Finally,
Section IX concludes the paper and gives hints for future
work.
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R ELATED

WORK

A significant effort has been made over the years to
develop several template matching algorithms for face
recognition e.g., Eigenfaces, based on Principal Components Analysis (PCA) [8], Fisherface, based on Linear
Discriminant Analysis (LDA) [9], and Two-Dimensional
Principal Component Analysis (2DPCA) [4]. However, a
unified database was always needed to keep the biometric data of all the enrolled users. Moreover, currently available biometric recognition algorithms have
not proven, yet, to be able to achieve 100% accuracy
for an arbitrarily large database. Consequently, the interest towards authentication systems that combine tokenbased and biometrics-based techniques in order to obtain
more reliable architectures, is recently increasing [10].
Thanks to their wide availability and versatility, in the
last decade RFID tags became the leading candidates for
the role of physical authentication tokens. In [11] Seo
and Baek proposed an interesting authentication system
based on face recognition and 64-bit capable RFID tags.
In their architecture, each face is transformed into a
set of 8 PCA [8] coefficients. Due to the RFID capacity
constraints, the typical 32-bit size (float) of each of the 8
PCA components used is compressed into an 8-bit size
(byte). During the user authentication phase, the system
restores the user facial information from the data stored
in the RFID by referring to a backward database, i.e., a centralized database managed by the service provider with
the face information of the authorized users. Similarly,
integration of RFID tags (i.e., radio-frequency tokens)
with face recognition systems were proposed by Min et
al. in [12], by Jing et al. in [13], by Nguyen et al. in
[14], by Jong et al. in [15] and by Affandi et al. in [16].
However, those solutions maintain the set of poses of
the authorized users in a centralized database and store
in the RFID tags only very few data, such as, the user
identifier (declared identity). Moreover, for each single
claimant, a large number of poses at high resolution
must be acquired under different lighting conditions and
stored in the database [14].
Meng et al. in [17] proposed an embedded system that
stores in the RFID tag only the set of the n principal
decomposition components (PCA) [8] associated to the
owner’s face. However, for both the enrollment and authentication stages the PCA representation requires the

availability, local to the authentication system, of a set of
images (Eigenfaces) which depend on all the images of
the enrolled subjects. Moreover, every time a new subject
is enrolled, the set of Eigenfaces changes and therefore
must be recalculated. Unfortunately, when the set of
Eigenfaces changes, also the set of principal components
of each enrolled user changes, therefore all RFID tags
must be redistributed. The cited paper does not clearly
state where the Eigenfaces are stored (either in the tag
or in the local memory of the authentication device) and
what happens when a new subject is enrolled.
A two-stage authentication system, named VisilabFaceRec, was introduced in [7] but it was not devised to
work in strongly variable illumination conditions and
some working parameters have to be manually tuned by
the operator before using the system. RFaceID, instead,
does not need to manually set any critical parameter and
introduces an adaptive algorithm that provides better
performance.
In our knowledge, all the other solutions currently
available in the literature share one or more of the
following drawbacks:
1) They need to recalculate all PCA coefficients, every
time a new authorized user is added;
2) They need a remote centralized database for biometric data and, therefore, an always-on connection for
each checkpoint.
Furthermore, the solutions cited above were mainly
tested on large images (e.g. 320x240p in [12], 200x200p
in [14]) which makes them unsuitable for the small memories of the RFID tags, acquired in strongly controlled
conditions or by using domestic databases ([13][14]). In
[13] a false rejection rate (FRR) of 12.22% and a false
acceptance rate (FAR) of 3.89% were reported over a
domestic dataset consisting of only 3 users, whereas
in other works a measure of the FAR is not provided
[11][12][15], so their applicability to authentication cannot be assessed. Conversely, RFaceID provides a good
recognition rate (RR) while being robust against hundreds of intrusion attempts even in presence of strongly
variable conditions of illumination and pose. Finally,
the RFaceID architecture is designed to resist against
both biometric data stealing and tag counterfeiting, while
the works cited above offer no protection against such
attacks.
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FACE
CATION

R ECOGNITION

AND

FACE AUTHENTI -

A face recognition algorithm, given a face database B
of people whose identity is known “a priori” and a face
image I of unknown identity, determines the pose in B
that is most similar to I. In this paper we call B definition
database, because it defines the face space in which the
algorithm works. A definition database of m = r∗k poses
belonging to r subjects (k poses per subject) can be seen
as a face table of r rows containing the k poses. In other
words, each row corresponds to a subject and contains
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her k poses. A recognition algorithm can be modeled as
in (1):
{isubject , ipose , d} → {gi_s (I, B), gi_p (I, B), gd (I, B)} (1)
where I is the face image of the subject to be recognized,
B is the definition database, isubject and ipose are the row
(i.e., the subject index) and column (i.e., the specific pose
of that subject) indexes of the image I ∗ ∈ B that is most
similar to I, d is the distance between the images I and
I ∗ , while gi_s (I, B), gi_p (I, B) and gd (I, B) represent their
dependence upon I and B.
An authentication algorithm, instead, acquires as an
input the image I of the claimant face and the declared
identity idec_id of the claimant, and compares I with
one or more face images I ∗ associated with idec_id in
a database B that is known “a priori”. If I and I ∗ match,
the algorithm authenticates the claimant. The behavior
of such an algorithm can be represented as a function
f (I, idec_id , B) ∈ {0, 1} that returns 1 when the claimant
can be authenticated and 0 otherwise.
Face recognition and face authentication are, in general, very different tasks. However, by introducing an
ideal database D made of infinite face images (poses) of
the whole world population, we can write the following
general equation, linking face authentication and face
recognition:
(
1, if gi_s (I, D) = idec_id
f (I, idec_id , D) =
(2)
0, if gi_s (I, D) 6= idec_id
A real database B can only include the poses of a
limited number of subjects, therefore, when an impostor
tries to authenticate, two mutually exclusive events can
happen:
1) The impostor is recognized as a subject in the
database B, associated to an identity different from
the declared identity idec_id . As a result, gi_s (I, B) 6=
idec_id and the impostor is correctly rejected.
2) The impostor is very similar to the claimant whose
identity is the declared identity idec_id , and, being B
of limited size, there is no other subject that is more
similar to the impostor. In this case, gi_s (I, B) =
idec_id and the impostor is authenticated (false acceptance).
The probability that the last event occurs can be
reduced by adding a further condition to Eq. (2), that
allows the authentication only if the similarity level
gd (I, B) is higher than a threshold ρ. Moreover, without
loss of generality, we can assume that, reordering the indexes, the poses of the authorized subject can be moved
to row 0, while the other rows will be dedicated to a set
of impostors (named extrasubjects), chosen according to
some criterion. As a result, condition 2) can be written
as in (3):
(
1, if gi_s (I, B) = 0 ∧ gd (I, B) < ρ
f (I, B) =
(3)
0, otherwise

A face recognition algorithm, represented as in (1),
can be used for face authentication, provided that (3)
is adopted as the discrimination condition. As a corner
case, if the database B contains only the poses of the
authorized subject and does not contain any pose of
impostors, Eq. (3) becomes:
(
1, if gd (I, B) < ρ
(4)
f (I, B) =
0, otherwise
According to Eq. (4), the system authenticates a
claimant only based on the similarity between the pose
I, grabbed by the camera, and the pose I ∗ , chosen as
the most similar to I among those belonging to the
authorized user in B.
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T HE RFACE ID

ARCHITECTURE

Before a subject can be authenticated, she must be
enrolled, i.e., a set of images of her face (named main
poses) must be recorded and associated to her identity
information. In RFaceID, this task is performed by storing together the images and the identity information of
the new user in the RFID tag (see Section V-D). The
enrollment is a one-time process.
The authentication phase begins when a subject approaches an authentication gate, claiming for an identity.
A sequence of images of the face of the subject (poses)
is acquired and the content of the RFID tag is read. The
acquired poses are processed one by one, and as soon as
one of them is authenticated, the subject is granted the
claimed identity.
RFaceID exploits two cascaded authentication stages,
optimized for low-resolution images which can be stored
in the small memory embedded in commercially available RFID tags (usually 4-32 KB). The first stage is based
on the 2DPCA recognition algorithm [4]. An image I
of size w ∗ h pixels can be decomposed into the set
(W0 , W1 , ..., Wz2dpca −1 ) of decomposition vectors, calculated by multiplying the matrix of the pixel intensities
of I by each one of the z 2dpca principal eigenvectors Ψi
of the 2DPCA covariance matrix Gt (of size w ∗ w):
m

Gt =

1 X
(Bj − B̄)T (Bj − B̄)
m j=1

Wj,I = IΨj

(5)

The number z 2dpca ≤ w of decomposition vectors is
chosen according to the fraction of the original information that we want to retain. The behavior of 2DPCA as an
authentication system can in general be modelled by Eq.
(3) or, if only the poses of a single authorized subject are
stored in the database B, by Eq. (4). In order to evaluate
the similarity of the pose I belonging to an unknown
subject, with each pose Bi in B, we decompose both I
and Bi and calculate their distance in the 2DPCA feature
space (DIFS), defined as in (6):
DIF S(I, Bi ) =

2dpca
zX

j=1

k Wj,I − Wj,Bi k2

(6)
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where Wj;I and Wj,Bi are the j th decomposition vectors
of I and Bi . As a result, in Eq. (3), gi_s (I, B) is the pose
I ∗ in B that minimizes (6) and gd (I, B) = DIF S(I, I ∗ ).
Usually, the performance of a recognition algorithm is
evaluated by analyzing its false acceptance rate (FAR)
and false rejection rate (FRR) measures. Both measures
are supposed to be minimal for an optimal recognition
algorithm, but, unfortunately, in single-threshold systems, FAR and FRR cannot be minimized at the same
time [18]. The decision threshold ρ2dpca must therefore be
determined as a trade-off between the two minimization
objectives. Moreover, it can be shown that ρ2dpca depends
on the poses of the collection B and therefore is specific
for each collection. In Section V-B we propose a solution
for the two above mentioned problems.
The poses that pass the threshold of the 2DPCA stage
are sent as an input to the second stage. This is based
on the Speeded-Up Robust Features Detector (SURF) algorithm, proposed by Bay in [5] and aimed at extracting
distinctive invariant features from an image. For an input
image I, SURF returns a set of SURF features (nearly 30
at 80x60p size) that are very resistant to changes of illumination, rotations, translations, and noise. Each feature
consists of the coordinates of a keypoint (xkpi , ykpi ) and
a keypoint descriptor vi ∈ R128 .
The system compares the features extracted from the
image I of the unknown claimant and from the most
similar pose I ∗ in B determined by the first stage. If the
number of the matching features (that can be considered
as the similarity score between I and I ∗ ) is higher than a
threshold σ surf , the image I also passes this second stage
and the unknown claimant is finally authenticated.
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T HE E NROLLMENT

PHASE

The enrollment phase is performed off-line by the issuing agency and is aimed to determine the main poses
for the new authorized user and the decision thresholds
for the two authentication stages. As a first step, nenrolldb
poses of the user are captured and stored in the enrollment database.
For every pose I, the face is located through the Haarlike face detector proposed by Viola and Jones in [19]
1
. The area in the image I where a face is present is
extracted and cropped. The cropping size is then normalized to w ∗ h and the area is made rotation-invariant
[21]. The resulting image is recropped so that the nose
is at the center of the image and the size of the resulting
sample is w ∗ h. Next, the average brightness and the
standard deviation of the pixels inside a centered elliptic
area of rays (rx = 0.9w, ry = 1.0h) is calculated. The
average value is subtracted from the pixel intensities of
the area and the resulting values are then divided by
the standard deviation. Conversely, the intensities of the
1. In order to improve the effectiveness of our approach on images
affected by strong brightness variations, the Haar-like detector is
applied to a histogram-normalized [20] copy of the input image I, while
the recognition stage is applied directly to the original input image.

pixels outside the considered area are set to zero, thus
realizing a background subtraction. The enrollment database is then divided in two subsets, i.e., the main poses
subset, (nmainposes poses), and the threshold optimization
database, (nthroptdb poses).
The main poses are extracted through clusterization in
the 2DPCA space. First the 2DPCA decomposition vectors of the nenrolldb poses are calculated, and, afterwards,
a clustering algorithm is applied to obtain nmainposes
clusters. For each cluster, the pose closest to the cluster
centroid is chosen to be one of the main poses, while the
remaining poses are used for the threshold optimization
process (see Section V-B). Therefore, if the enrollment
set contains samples that were grabbed under different
conditions of lightning or orientation, the main poses
represent nmainposes main changes in the aspect of the
authorized user 2 .
Since the number of clusters is determined a priori, kmeans [22] would be a leading candidate as the clustering algorithm. However, as in our case each pose is represented by a set {Wj } of z 2dpca decomposition vectors
(i.e. a vector set) instead of a single vector (as it would be
in PCA/LDA), the traditional k-means algorithm based
on Euclidean distance between points is not applicable.
As a consequence, we exploit a modified version named
mm-kmeans, that processes the vector sets by analogy
with how the traditional k-means algorithm processes
the points. The mean vector set between two vector sets
{WIA } and {WIB } is defined as in (7):


Wj,IA + Wj,IB
j ∈ [0..z 2dpca [ (7)
{W̄j } =
2
The distance between two vector sets is the pair-wise
euclidean distance defined in (8):
d(IA , IB ) =

2dpca
zX

k Wj,IA − Wj,IB k2

(8)

j=1

The ith mm-centroid {WCi } is determined by applying
Eq.(7) to all the vector sets in the cluster Ci (i ∈
[1..nmainposes ]). The clustering process iterates a number
Γ of times and, finally, the nmainposes poses corresponding to the vector sets that are nearest to the nmainposes
mm-centroids are chosen as the main poses. In our experiments we used Γ = 10000 and z 2dpca = w, i.e., the
maximum number of available 2DPCA decomposition
vectors. Our approach was tested with different values
of nmainposes ({2, 4, 8}) and the results are shown in
Section VII. The main poses are used to build a singlerow definition database B, that does not contain any
pose of impostors (see Section V-A for the motivations
of this choice).
Unlike the solutions proposed in [11] and [17], in
RFaceID the decision thresholds associated to the two
2. Some examples of the main poses before and after preprocessing
and a representation of the related 2DPCA vectorsets for all databases
used in this work are provided in separate document, uploaded while
submitting this paper, that will also be made available to the interested
Readers.
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stages are optimized for each single subject and stored
into the RFID tag together with the biometric information. Such subject-specific thresholds are calculated as
described in Section V-B and finally stored in the RFID
tag as described in Section V-D.
5.1

The size of the definition database

Holistic algorithms like PCA, LDA or 2DPCA attempt to
retain information along the z principal directions with the
largest between-class variance [4; 23] over all samples in
B. The image variations orthogonal to all those principal
directions are unavailable for comparison. By increasing
z, more and more directions are considered, usually
achieving better recognition rates [4; 9; 24]. As a result,
including the highest available number of different directions would be appealing, in order to take into consideration also changes in the smallest details in the image. Unfortunately, in PCA and LDA the maximum number of
different directions (associated to non-null eigenvalues)
is upper-bounded by the numbers of training classes and
samples (z pca < r ∗ k and z lda < r, respectively) [8; 9]. As
a consequence, z might be increased only by increasing
the number k of samples per class, or the number r of
classes (i.e. adding the poses of r − 1 impostors to those
belonging to the authorized user). Conversely, in 2DPCA
the upper bound on z does not depend on the size of
B (z 2dpca ≤ w) [4], therefore, in this work a simplified
model is used (described by Eq. (4)) where the database
B contains only the poses of the authorized subject,
without impostors.
5.2

Determination of the thresholds pair

For a single-stage matcher, the expected performance
is usually represented by the receiver operating curve
(ROC), which plots the percentage of false acceptances
(FAR) and of false rejections (FRR) as a function of a
threshold value ρ. Such a value is commonly determined by choosing a predefined FAR/FRR ratio (for
example FAR=FRR=ERR that is named Equal Error Rate)
or by minimizing a linear cost function WER (ρ, c) =
cF RR(ρ) + (1 − c)F AR(ρ).
For a serial system made up of two matchers the
problem becomes very hard. Some methods were recently proposed in the literature, but they show some
limitations:
1) Using the Neyman-Pearson lemma requires an analytic approximation of the Score Density curves
(derived from the ROC), through Gaussian Mixture
Model (GMM) [25] or Kernel Density Estimator (KDE)
that sensibly increases the computational complexity of the training algorithm [26]. The lemma can
be easily applied only if the features used by the
matchers are independent of each other (e.g. face
and fingerprint);
2) The Marcialis-Roli model [27] exploits a pair of
thresholds (sl1 , su1 ) on the similarity score s1 achieved

by the first matcher (such as F RR1 (sl1 ) = 0 and
F AR1 (su1 ) = 0) and a single threshold s∗2 for the
second one. The subject is immediately authorized if
s1 > su1 , and rejected if s1 < sl1 . Only if sl1 < s1 < su1
the second matcher is used. The method states no
rule for the threshold s∗2 of the second matcher and
is devised to minimize the verification time rather
than the overall performance 3 .
The method proposed here (BestPoint model) is
based on searching, for each enrolled user, the pair
(ρ2dpca , σ surf ) that minimizes both FAR and FRR. The
idea is to progressively increase ρ2dpca and decrease
σ surf in order to make more (less) permissive the first
(second) matcher, by allowing that more and more genuine poses can go through the first stage, thus improving
the RR while not increasing the FAR. The threshold
ρ2dpca is increased as long as the second stage is able
to compensate the higher rate of impostors that pass the
first stage. This method provides some advantages:
1) Unlike the Marcialis-Roli method, the BestPoint
method exploits both matchers in synergy, in order
to improve the overall recognition rate without affecting the FAR;
2) It can be easily applied also when the features used
by the matchers are not independent of each other;
3) It can be generalized to a large class of serial face authentication systems, consisting of matchers based
on a template-matching and on a feature-matching
algorithm.
The first step is creating a database of poses which
includes both a set of poses of the user being enrolled and a set of poses of impostors. Such a database
Bthroptsdb is called “threshold optimization super-database”,
as it is an extension of the threshold optimization database
Bthroptdb created during the enrolling phase. It is composed of rthroptsdb rows and kthroptsdb columns. The
nthroptdb main poses of the subject are saved in the
row 0, so kthroptsdb = nthroptdb . The other rthroptsdb − 1
rows contain the poses of different impostors, obtained
from a freely available database (such as VidTIMIT
[28]). Each image in the threshold optimization superdatabase is then tested for authentication with respect
to the definition database Bdef db . As a result, the system
simulates nthroptsdb = rthroptsdb kthroptsdb authentication
attempts, nthroptdb of which are taken from the genuine
user and (rthroptsdb −1)kthroptsdb from impostors. During
the simulation, the behavior of the 2DPCA stage can be
modeled, according to Eq. (1) by the functions in Eq. (9):
ipose = gn (I, Bdef db )

d = gd (I, Bdef db )

(9)

where I is an image of the super-database Bthroptsdb
to be authenticated, ipose is the closest pose in Bdef db
belonging to the authorized user, and d is their distance.
3. As the pair (sl1 , su
1 ) depends only on the ROC of the first matcher,
there is no guarantee that the load of impostors that pass the first stage
can be blocked by the second one without increasing the overall FAR.
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Fig. 1. (a) The primary ROC for a single user with some of
the rn lines intersecting the curve. (b) A magnified detail
of the normalized ROC plane. The primary ROC and the
secondary ROCs were drawn only for some angles for the
sake of clarity.
If ρmax is the maximum value of the distance d, determined by comparing each image in the super-database
with the main poses in the definition database, then all
the possible values of the first-stage threshold ρ can be
considered between 0 and ρmax and, for each of them,
it is possible to evaluate how many poses, of either the
authorized subject or the impostors, would be accepted
and how many would be rejected. In this way, the first
stage ROC can be drawn on a plane (F RR, F AR) scaled
to ([0, 1] × [0, 1]) (see Fig. 1(a)).
Let us, now, consider the sequence of straight lines
passing through the origin of the normalized plane
(F RR, F AR):
rn : F AR − tgθn F RR = 0

(10)

where θn = nθ0 with n = [1..ς] and θ0 = 90◦ · (1 + ς)−1 .
For our tests, the parameter ς was set to 35 as a heuristic
trade-off between accuracy in threshold determination
and required computational power, and therefore θ0 =
2.5◦ . By varying n in its definition interval, the whole
quadrant can be probed and, for each value of θn , the
intersection point pn between the straight line rn and
the first stage ROC curve, as well as the corresponding
value of ρn , can be determined (see Fig. 1(a)). The final
result of this step is a set of 35 values for the first stage
threshold {ρn }, corresponding to a set of points {pn } on
the first stage ROC curve.
The “impostors load” that the second stage can tolerate can thus be estimated by executing 35 simulations,
and assuming for each simulation a different threshold
ρ2dpca = ρn (n=1..35) for the first stage. For each simulation, the system considers each pose I in Bthroptsdb
and, if it goes through the first stage (with threshold
ρ2dpca = ρn ), the corresponding nearest pose in the
definition database (I ∗ = gi_p (I, Bdef db )) is retrieved.
Then the second stage calculates the SURF features of
I and I ∗ and applies the SURF matching criterion to
determine, and record, the matching score (i.e., the number of matching features) for the image I. Finally, the
maximum matching score σnmax over the whole superdatabase is determined.
By varying the SURF threshold σ within the integer
interval [0..σnmax ] and applying for each value of σ the

Fig. 2. The curve of the BestPoints (bp). Choosing the bp
closest to the origin in the 2D model could entail a high
FAR. As a consequence, the bp closest to the origin in
(F AR, F RR, F AR/F RR) 3D model is chosen (it is the
so-called “best BestPoint”). dmin is the distance between
the origin and the closest BestPoint.
two cascaded stages to each image of the super-database
(with fixed ρn threshold for the first stage), a secondary
ROC curve cn (ρn , σ) on the plane (F RR, F AR) can be
drawn. As this analysis can be repeated for each ρn ,
35 secondary ROCs can be plotted (see Fig.1(b)). These
curves have the following properties:
1) The secondary ROC curve always starts from the
corresponding point pn on the first stage ROC curve.
In fact, for σ = 0 the second stage is disabled and
accepts all the poses which pass through the first
stage;
2) The secondary ROC curve can only reduce the FAR
or increase the FRR respect to the values corresponding to pn . In fact, the second stage can only
discard poses and cannot accept poses that were
discarded by the first stage.
For each secondary ROC curve, the software determines the point that is closest to the origin of the
plane. This point bn , associated to a threshold pair
(ρ2dpca
, σnsurf ), is hereon called BestPoint. More precisely,
n
this is the point on the nth secondary ROC curve that
minimizes the distance:
p
d(F RR; F AR) = F RR2 + F AR2
(11)
There are ς BestPoints available (35 in our tests), each
one representing a suboptimal solution for the problem
dealt with here. The optimal configuration (ρ2dpca , σ surf )
for the user being enrolled corresponds to one of them.
A possible choice could be the BestPoint that minimizes the distance in Eq. (11) but, unfortunately, there
would no guarantee that the FAR is minimized (see
Fig.2). For this reason, a new three-dimensional model
is proposed, where the minimization of the FAR is
enforced. For each BestPoint {bpn }, three values are
considered:
x(bpn ) = F RR(bpn )
y(bpn ) = F AR(bpn )
F AR(bpn )
η(bpn ) =
F RR(bpn )

(12)
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The proposed algorithm calculates the extrema (xmin ,
y
, η min , xmax ,y max ,η max ) over all the available BestPoints and normalizes their values according to Eq. (13):
(
x(bpn )−xmin
if xmax 6= xmin
?
x (bpn ) = xmax −xmin
0
otherwise
(
y(bpn )−y min
if y max 6= y min
max
min
y ? (bpn ) = y −y
(13)
0
otherwise
(
η(bpn )−η min
if η max 6= η min ∧ y max 6= y min
max
min
?
η (bpn ) = η −η
0
otherwise
min

Now the ς BestPoints can be represented in a tridimensional space (x? (bpn ), y ? (bpn ), η ? (bpn )) (see Fig. 3(a)). The
chosen BestPoint (called best BestPoint) is the one which
minimizes the distance:
p
(14)
d(x? , y ? , η ? ) = (x? )2 + (y ? )2 + (η ? )2
This best BestPoint represents a trade-off between the
opposite requirements to minimize FRR, FAR, and their
ratio. The corresponding threshold pair is the optimal
configuration (ρ2dpca , σ surf ) for the user being enrolled.
5.3

An alternative model for critical databases

The model described in V-B works well on databases
where the genuine poses are uniformly illuminated.
Conversely, in a non-uniform illumination dataset it can
fail, because a large part of the genuine subset may contain very few SURF matching features. The system tries
to improve RR reducing the fraction of these samples
discarded by the second stage, but this fatally leads to
choose σ surf = 0.
In order to overcome this issue two changes to the
proposed model are needed. The first is the deployment
of a homomorphic filter [21; 29] before the SURF stage.
In this work, a high-pass Gaussian filter is applied on
the frequency image Z(fx , fy ) in the logarithmic domain
related to the input image of the SURF stage. The filter
is defined as in (15):
− µ12

H(fx , fy ) = 1 − e
?

?

fx 2 +fy 2
(w? )2 +(h? )2

(15)

where w = min(w, 80) and h = min(h, 60) and µ is
proportional to the cut-off frequency of the filter. A too
high value for µ attenuates the effect of illumination
changes but it may cut some details that are distinctive
of the subject. An assessment of the value chosen for µ
is in Sec. VII-E.
The second change is modifying the FRR formula, in
order to reduce the importance of those genuine samples that, being acquired under poor illumination, are
characterized by few SURF matching features (i.e. less
than a threshold σKT ). This workaround is used when
the value of σ surf achieved by the standard method is
less than a preset security value σT .
Usually F RR(ρ, σ) = nF N (ρ, σ)/kthroptdb is used,
where nF N (ρ, σ) is the number of rejected genuine samples composing the set of false negatives SF N (ρ, σ) ⊂

Fig. 3. (a) Best points in the three-dimensional space;
(b) The CCDF functions ϑgen (σ) and ϑimp (σ) drawn for
a claimant of the Extended Yale Database B (β surf = 0.5,
µ = 0.25, res. 80x60p).
Bthroptdb . Assigning a weight w(Ii ) = 1 to the poses Ii ,
FRR becomes:
P
I ∈S
(ρ,σ) w(Ii )
?
(16)
F RR (ρ, σ) = P i F N
Ij ∈Bthroptdb w(Ij )
Now consider the complementary cumulative distribution functions (CCDF) ϑgen (σ) and ϑimp (σ) related
to the genuine and impostor samples x ∈ Bthroptsdb ,
defined as:
card{x : surfmt(x) ≥ (σmax − σ)}
kthroptdb
card{x : surfmt(x) ≥ σ}
ϑimp (σ) =
(rthroptsdb − 1)kthroptsdb
ϑgen (σ) =

(17)
(18)

where card{S} is the number of elements (cardinality)
of the subset S, the function surfmt(x) returns the number of matching SURF features of the sample x and σ max
is the maximum number of matching features detected
over the whole Bthroptsdb database.
ϑgen (σ) and ϑimp (σ) are respectively monotone increasing and decreasing curves (see Fig.3(b)). Assuming
∗
= σmax and for an
that, for an ideal genuine pose, σgen
∗
ideal impostor pose, σimp = 0, they express the fraction
of samples accepted when setting the threshold σ surf to
|σ ∗ − σ|.
The threshold σKT can be determined through the
condition ϑgen (σKT ) = ϑimp (σKT ), that defines the intervals [0, σKT ] for the impostor samples and [σmax −
σKT , σmax ] for the genuine ones characterized by the
same probability of acceptance. By assuming that the
genuine samples in [0, σKT ] were acquired under poor
illumination conditions, thus causing a reduction of the
number of SURF features being detected, such genuine
samples can be ignored in the FRR estimation. Accordingly, the weighted FRR is defined by (16) and (19):


if (σ < σKT ∧ ρ < ρ2dpca )
0,
w(I, ρ, σ) = ϑgen (σ), if (σ ≥ σKT ∧ ρ < ρ2dpca ) (19)


1,
if ρ ≥ ρ2dpca
and the Bestpoints can be found through (11), (16) and
(19).
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TABLE 1
Memory requirements for compressed main poses (in Bytes)
pose size
80x60p
40x30p
20x15p

2poses
7680
2160
540

4poses
15360
4320
1080

8poses
30720
8640
2160

The advantage of the proposed model is that it is not
affected by the distribution of the genuine samples in the
neighborhood of σ = 0. Instead, it depends on the distribution of the genuine samples in the neighborhood of
σmax . Furthermore, it converges to the model described
in V-B, when it is used on a database consisting of
uniformly illuminated poses. In fact, in such a database,
almost all the genuine poses are distributed in a narrow
neighborhood of σ = σmax . As a consequence, the CCDF
function ϑgen (σ) grows very quickly: ϑgen (σ) ≈ 1 for
σ ≥ 0 and thus σKT ≈ 0. If those conditions are
replaced in Eq. (19), w(I) ≈ 1 and F RR? (ρ, σ) in Eq.
(16) converges to the usual F RR(ρ, σ) definition.
5.4

Saving data to the RFID tag

After the enrollment phase is completed, the main poses,
the 2DPCA, and the SURF thresholds are determined
and tailored to the enrolled subject, and can be stored
into the RFID tag. The main poses of the subject are
merged in a single superpose (8 bits depth) compressed
using a lossless algorithm such as JPEG-LS. By using
a single superpose, the compression algorithm can take
advantage of similarities among the poses of the same
subject. Table I reports storage requirements for the
compressed main poses, assuming that the compression
algorithm can reduce the size of the data by 20% at
least when applied to images of 80x60p, and by 10% for
smaller size images. The “2-poses” configurations can be
used with common 64 Kbits RFID tags, while the other
configurations require the new large-capacity tags such
as TegoChip [30] or Xerafy-XL [31].
Instead of storing the main poses, their 2DPCA decomposition vectors might be stored as well. However, as the
components in 2DPCA vectors are floating point numbers (32-bit depth), this would force to reduce to 25%
the number of vector components, thus decreasing the
effectiveness of the 2DPCA stage. Moreover, the SURF
algorithm needs the original images. As a consequence,
the compressed 8-bit depth images are directly stored
into the tag and the 2DPCA face space is rebuilt on-thefly during the authentication phase.
In order to prevent spoofing attacks, RFaceID exploits a
system based on both symmetric and asymmetric keys,
which are specific for the user and for the tag (see Fig.4).
It encrypts the face samples (FACEBLK) and a 16-Byte
(16B) data block named CFGBLK. The latter contains
some configuration data: a 32-bit service code indicating
the algorithms used during the authentication phase,
a checksum and the two thresholds (represented as
floating point numbers) for the 2DPCA and SURF stages.
During the enrollment phase, the issuing agency assigns

Fig. 4. The RFID encryption scheme used during the
enrollment phase.
a serial number s to the user and randomly generates an
AES-128 bit simmetric key ks , a pair of public/private
RSA-1024 bit keys (yspb ; yspr ) and two SHA-256 hash
codes. The former, named zdata , is built on the biometric
content in FACEBLK, and the latter, named zT ID , on the
serialized Tag Identification Data (TID) of the chip. TID is
a set of data that uniquely identifies the RFID chip and
the manufacturer.
As the encryption of the whole dataset through an
asymmetric algorithm (such as RSA) would be too computational expensive [32], in RFaceID FACEBLK and
CFGBLK are encrypted using the AES algorithm, thus
obtaining the protected data block FACEBLK* and CFGBLK*, and, next, only the 128-bit AES key ks and the 256bit hash zdata are encrypted through RSA. More in detail,
RFaceID creates a DATKEY data block (48B), consisting
of the 16B AES key ks and of the 32B zdata hash. Next,
the DATKEY block is padded using the OAEP algorithm
[33] and encrypted using the RSA private key yspr . The
result is a protected pair (rsa(ks , zdata )) that is contained
in a data block named DATKEY* (128B).
Next, the serial number s, the data block DATKEY*
and the encrypted biometric data FACEBLK* and CFGBLK* are written into the tag, which is finally delivered
to the user, so no centralized database of biometric
features is needed.
The private key yspr for the user is no longer necessary, so it is erased. The tuple {s, zT ID , yspb } is stored
in a keyserver, a copy of which is distributed to each
authentication gate.
During the authentication phase, RFaceID retrieves yspb
from the keyserver and uses it for decrypting DATKEY*,
thus achieving ks and zdata . The AES key ks is used for
decoding FACEBLK* and CFGBLK* and the authenticity
of the resulting FACEBLK is verified by calculating its
∗
SHA-256 hash zdata
and by comparing it with the zdata
registered by the agency in DATKEY*. If they do not
match, the tag is considered counterfeit and rejected.
The RSA key yspb is never transmitted on the RF
channel and it cannot be stolen if the keyserver is secure,
thus preserving confidentiality of the data belonging
to the already registered tags. Furthermore, any hypothetical attacker, who could read the data contained in
the keyserver, would never be able to forge a tag in
order to be authenticated. In fact, even by attempting
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to emulate the serial s and the TID code zT ID of a
legally registered chip, the impostor would not be able
to correctly encode the key ks and the hash zdata of
the owned biometric data, because the stolen RSA key
yspb would be exploitable only for decryption. Moreover,
counterfeiting the TID of a RFID tag would not be a
trivial task because, to the best of our knowledge, in
all Electronic Product Code (EPC) chips [34] currently
available the TID memory is locked [35].

6

T HE

AUTHENTICATION PHASE

When a claimant approaches an authentication gate, the
tag is detected and the binary image stored in it is read,
together with the user serial number s and with the
TID data of the chip. RFaceID generates the hash zT ID
and looks for the pair {s; zT ID } in the keyserver. If the
claimant is not registered or the tag is counterfeit, the
authentication fails at this step.
If the claimant is registered the public key yspb
is retrieved and used for decryption. The datablock
DATKEY* is RSA-decrypted. The AES-128 key ks contained in the block is used to decrypt FACEBLK* and
CFGBLK*, containing the configuration data and the
main poses (see Fig.5).
Next the main poses are decompressed, the thresholds
ρ2dpca and σ surf are extracted from the configuration
data and the 2DPCA face space associated with the
custom definition database Bdef db containing the poses
of the authorized user is rebuilt, using Eq. (5) with
z 2dpca = w. We used 2DPCA because of the small size of
its covariance matrix [4], which allows to quickly rebuild
its face space. Other algorithms such as 2DLDA [36] or
ERE [37] assume that multiple classes of samples, representing different users, are available at the authentication
time, and would not be applicable to our case, as only
the poses belonging to the authorized user are available4 .
In the meantime, a set of images of the approaching
claimant has been acquired by the camera. The area
containing the face is detected in each image using the
Viola-Jones detector [19], the image is cropped to the
area of the face, scaled and preprocessed through the
same steps already described in V. Finally, the sample
is submitted to the two-stage cascaded authentication
module. Up to l = 10 images of the face of the claimant
are acquired and each image is submitted to the authentication system. If at least one of the images is recognized,
the claimant is authenticated, otherwise she is rejected. If
the authentication process fails, the tag is put into a black
4. 2DLDA or ERE would be exploitable by using the model described by Eq. 3. However, this would require a criterion to select an
opportune set of extrasubjects as a function of the main poses of the
user. Such a problem is beyond the scope of this work and is not dealt
with in this paper.

Fig. 5. The workflow scheme for the authentication phase.
list for 240s, thus avoiding further immediate attempts5 .
As the second stage may be executed several times (once
for each sample acquired) before a user is finally authenticated or rejected, its execution time heavily affects
the execution time of the whole system. For this reason,
SURF was preferred to the slower SIFT [38] and to the
even heavier ROLG [39] for the architecture proposed.
6.1

The 2DPCA stage

Each image I that is submitted to the first stage is
2DPCA decomposed using Eq. (5). Then the pose I ∗ that,
among those present in the definition database, is closest
to I is determined and the distance d(I, I ∗ ) in the face
space is calculated. In this phase, the behavior of the first
stage can be modeled by Eq. (9). The first stage accepts
I if:
gd (I, Bdef db ) < ρ2dpca
6.2

(20)

The SURF stage

An image I that is accepted by the first stage is passed
to the second stage for response verification. The system
extracts the SURF features of I and of its closest pose I ∗
in the definition database that has been determined by
the previous stage. Then, a matching criterion is applied
to the SURF features of I and I ∗ . A modified version
of the second-closest neighbor criterion proposed for
SIFT by Lowe in [38], and also used for SURF in [5],
is adopted. Given two images I and I ∗ , we call S(I) the
set of SURF features of the image I and S(I ∗ ) the set
of SURF features of the image I ∗ . Each SURF feature is
composed of a keypoint pI and a keypoint descriptor vI :
sI =

{pI = (xI , yI ) ∈ R2 ; vI ∈ R128 } ∈ S(I) (21)

sI ∗ = {pI∗ = (xI ∗ , yI ∗ ) ∈ R2 ; vI∗ ∈ R128 } ∈ S(I ∗ ) (22)
5. In theory, the overall probability of a false positive can be calculated through the formula: PF P = 1−PT N = 1−plT N = 1−(1−pF P )l
where pF P = nF P /Nattempts is the probability of accepting an impostor for a single frame. Unfortunately, pF P is hard to estimate, due
to the changing environmental conditions in which the experiments
are performed. As a consequence, the system is usually tested on
some standard dataset acquired under several different illumination
conditions. The fraction (or rate) of samples that are recognized over
the whole dataset (in a single trial), is assumed as the score for the
algorithm (see Sec.VII-E).
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For a feature sI and its keypoint descriptor vI of the
image I, the software determines the features s1I ∗ and
s2I ∗ of the image I ∗ that are associated to the closest
keypoint descriptor vI1∗ and the second closest keypoint
descriptor vI2∗ in R128 . The features sI and s1I ∗ match if
their descriptors comply with the following conditions:

In this work, in order to assess the performance of
the proposed face authentication algorithm, a twofold
cross-validation procedure, based on the Sanderson’s “a
priori performance type A” protocol [28], was developed.
It is composed of three testing configurations, using
nmainposes = 8, 4, 2 respectively, for each authorized user.
The tests were performed on gray-scale images (poses)
of size 320x240p, 160x120p, 80x60p, 40x30p, 20x15p, and
14x10p.

The other rows of the super-database are reserved to
the poses of rtestingsdb − 1 impostors. During this first
phase, the threshold optimization super-database is used
to determine the optimal threshold pair (ρ2dpca , σ surf )1
and the authentication algorithm is then applied to the
testing super-database, in order to obtain a set of values
(F RR, F AR)1 for the subject.
In the second phase, the role of sessions 2 and 3 are
exchanged. A new threshold optimization super-database,
containing poses coming from session 3 of the VidTIMIT database, is defined and used to determine a
second optimal threshold pair (ρ2dpca , σ surf )2 . Then the
authentication algorithm is applied to a second testing
superdatabase, containing poses coming from session 2
of the VidTIMIT database, and a second set of values
(F RR, F AR)2 is thus obtained.
The performance values, for the subject, in both
phases, are finally averaged and then those user-specific
values are again averaged over all the subjects, in order
to obtain an overall performance assessment for each resolution and for each value assigned to nmainposes . In the
tests, the threshold optimization and the testing superdatabases have the same number of rows and columns.
The poses of 35 true claimants and 8 impostors (chosen
as stated in [28]) are used. For each subject, 102 poses
from session 2 and 102 poses from session 3, randomly
chosen before starting the experiment, are used. For each
true claimant the system simulates 2 ∗ 102 = 204 legal
access attempts and 2 ∗ 8 ∗ 102 = 1632 violation attempts
made by impostors.

7.1

7.2

|vI − vI1∗ | < β surf |vI − vI2∗ |

(23)

|xI − x1I ∗ | < 0.05w

(24)

|yI −

yI1∗ |

< 0.05h

(25)

where β surf is a parameter affecting the discrimination
performance of SURF. In [5] a default value of 0.7 is
advised, but in Sec.VII-B we deal with the determination of the value that optimizes the performance of
the algorithm. If the number of matching features is
equal to, or bigger than, the σ surf threshold, the pose
is authenticated, otherwise it is rejected.

7

E XPERIMENTAL

RESULTS

The testing super-database

In the testing protocol the poses of 43 people (24 men
and 19 women) were considered, taken from the VidTIMIT database (VDT) [40]. For each subject, the VidTIMIT database provides ntotgrab poses divided in three
sessions, registered with a few days delay:
ntotgrab = nsession1 + nsession2 + nsession3 .

(26)

The first session is used to produce the nmainposes
poses representative of the subject. The nsession1 poses
are 2DPCA-decomposed and nmainposes < nsession1
items are selected following the procedure described in
Section V.
According to the Sanderson protocol, two phases are
needed. In the first phase the poses of the second session
are used to build the threshold optimization database (see
V-B) and the poses of the subject belonging to the session
3 are used to build a “single-row archive” named testing
database with cardinality ktestingdb = nsession3 .
The testing database is then extended with poses belonging to impostors, thus building a “face table“ composed of rtestingsdb rows and ktestingsdb columns, named
testing super-database. The nsession3 poses of the testing
database are saved in the row 0, so that:
ktestingdb = ktestingsdb = nsession3

(27)

The optimal β surf parameter

As stated in Section VI-B, the parameter β surf affects
the discrimination performance of the SURF algorithm.
In [5] the value 0.7 for β is recommended, however,
in this work a series of tests with 8,4 and 2 poses for
each tag were performed, in order to assess to what
extent a change in the value of β significantly affects
the performance of the second stage.
Fig. 6 shows the results of the tests. As the aim here
is minimizing both FAR and FRR, the FAR and FRR
(in percentage) as a function of β surf are plotted. The
optimal value of β surf corresponds to the point of the
graph that is closest to the origin. By applying the
described criterion, {0.6, 0.4, 0.5} were selected as the
optimal values of β surf for the configurations with 8,4,
and 2 poses for tag, respectively.
7.3

Effects of the image size on the performance

In this work we also evaluate how the performance of
the proposed approach depends on the size of the poses.
The tests show that the average recognition rate (RR) is
only slightly affected by changes in the size of the poses
(see Fig. 7).
In particular, RR is always over 97% for all pose sizes
larger then 20x15p (with a variation lower than 2.5% for
the same sizes), whereas FAR is always below 0.08% for
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Fig. 6. Measured performance of RFaceID varying β surf
parameter. (a) Recognition rate. (b) False acceptance
rate. (c) Normalized values of (FRR, FAR) pairs (for
clearness, only the points in the zone [0.05x0.05] are
shown).
TABLE 2
Measured performance for VidTIMIT, ExYaleB and MOBIO databases

VDT 80x60p
VDT 40x30p
EXY 80x60p
EXY 40x30p
MOB 80x60p
MOB 40x30p
VDT 80x60p
VDT 40x30p
EXY 80x60p
EXY 40x30p

algo
RFaceID
RFaceID
RFaceID
RFaceID
RFaceID
RFaceID
Disparity
Disparity
VSFR
VSFR

8pRR
98.9%
98.2%
57.0%
55.2%
86.4%
85.9%
100.0%
99.7%
54.8%
29.4%

8pFAR
0.04%
0.19%
2.30%
5.22%
0.22%
1.27%
0.87%
1.11%
2.65%
1.53%

4pRR
98.3%
97.9%
47.9%
42.6%
73.0%
74.6%
99.9%
99.8%
39.6%
24.9%

4pFAR
0.05%
0.41%
2.58%
3.98%
0.28%
2.26%
0.86%
1.10%
1.75%
1.68%

2pRR
98.1%
97.8%
31.5%
31.5%
59.4%
64.4%
99.7%
99.0%
25.8%
19.1%

2pFAR
0.08%
0.38%
1.65%
4.24%
0.33%
3.74%
0.89%
1.27%
1.77%
1.86%

all sizes larger than 40x30p. Furthermore, RR increases
and FAR decreases when the number of poses increases.
As a result, the proposed approach is very reliable for
pose sizes equal to or larger than 80x60p, and can still
be satisfactorily applied to poses of 40x30p when the
security constraints are not very restrictive.

Fig. 7. Measured performance for RFaceID and for Gabor
Disparity on VidTIMIT database with varying sample size.
(a,b) Recognition rate. (c,d) False acceptance rate.
7.4 Comparison with other authentication algorithms
In the next experiment RFaceID was compared with Gabor Disparity [6], a face authentication system that gained
one of the highest scores in the Face Recognition Evalua-

tion in Mobile Environment contest6 [42]. The Sanderson
protocol was applied to the VidTIMIT database and the
Gabor Disparity recognition algorithm. According to this
algorithm, a grid of 23x16 points for the resolutions of
160x120p, 80x60p, 40x30p and a grid of 7x5 points for
the resolutions of 20x15p and 14x10p is applied to the
image, using the position of the eyes (detected through
a Viola-Jones detector [19]) as a reference. For each point
x̄ of the grid, a vector of 40 complex numbers (named
GaborJet) is created [6]. The j-th component J(x̄))j of the
jet in x̄ is calculated through the convolution product
(J(x̄))j = (I ? Ψk̄j )(x̄), where Ψk̄j is the Gabor wavelet
calculated for a vector k̄j which contains information
about scale and orientation. Finally, the components of
the GaborJet are L2 normalized [43]. The distance between two images I and I ∗ can be calculated according
to (28):
−1

gy
gx X
X
1
(28)
S(nx , ny )
d(I, I ∗ ) = 1 +
gx gy n =1 n =1
x

y

where S(nx , ny ) is the similarity between the GaborJets
related to the points in I and I ∗ at the position (nx , ny )
of the grid. In the performed tests, the Sn+C similarity
function was used, as it achieved the best results in [6]:
Sn+C (nx , ny ) = Sn (nx , ny ) + SC (nx , ny )

(29)

where SC is the Canberra similarity [43] and Sn is the
new similarity based on the Disparity vector [6] between two
Jets in the position (nx , ny ) of the grid.
The Sanderson protocol was applied to all kthroptdb
poses. The distances were calculated through (28), thus
generating the ROC curve. As Disparity is a single-stage
algorithm, the threshold ρGabor was chosen according to
the criterion F RR(ρGabor ) = F AR(ρGabor ). Next, ρGabor
was used for the testing protocol. Fig. 7 shows that
Disparity obtained a slightly better RR than RFaceID, but
at the cost of a very higher FAR at the same sizes. For
example, at 80x60p (8 poses), Disparity achieved a RR
that is 1.01 times the one measured for RFaceID, whereas
the FAR is 21.75 times the one measured for RFaceID. As
the priority for an authentication system is the rejection
of impostors, RFaceID outperforms Disparity for the
proposed task.
Moreover, it can be shown that RFaceID outperforms
a single-stage 2DPCA system when both work on the
same dataset under the same operational constrains 7 .
7.5 Effects of illumination changes on performance
The VDT database contains poses acquired under controlled conditions. However, the real working conditions
6. Despite other algorithms showed better scores during the competition, they are not comparable directly to RFaceID being either commercial (such as GRADIANT, http://www.gradiant.org/en/researchlines/human-sensing/facial-processing.html) or based on color images
(such as MR-PCA[41]).
7. Due to the limitation of the page number, those further results
are reported in a separate document, uploaded while submitting this
paper, that will also be made available to the interested Readers.
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for an authentication system are very different. Variations in illumination or face orientation are frequent and
can considerably affect the recognition effectiveness. A
second issue is the generalizability of the β surf optimal
values in VII-B. This should be verified by applying to a
second database the settings found for the first one [44]
and checking that the performance still remains acceptable. In order to assess the behavior of RFaceID under
variable illumination, some tests on the Extended Yale
B (ExYaleB) [45; 46] and on the MOBIO [47] databases
were run. The ExYaleB database contains the poses of
28 subjects under 9 orientations and 64 illumination
conditions (576 poses for subject). The MOBIO database
contains the poses of 150 subjects acquired under different conditions of orientation and illumination by a
mobile phone camera. Both were reorganized for the
Sanderson protocol.
The first experiment (FR) measured the performance,
under different illumination conditions and frontal orientation, on the P00 subset of ExYaleB, containing
nenrolldb = 64 poses for subject. From this set, three
different numbers nmainposes of sample poses representative of each subject were chosen and the experiment
was repeated for each number (8,4,2). At each iteration
of the experiment, the remaining nenrolldb − nmainposes
items were randomly reordered and then divided in
two equal-length sets, thus selecting the nthroptdb and
ntestingdb samples for the threshold optimization and
testing database (see Sec. V-B and VII-A). Thus, for each
subject, nsession2 = nsession3 = {28, 30, 31} poses (8p,
4p, 2p main poses configurations respectively). For each
one of the 28 claimants, the other 27 were considered
as impostors, thus performing at least 2 ∗ 28 = 56 legal
access attempts and 27 ∗ 2 ∗ 28 = 1512 violation attempts
per subject.
The second experiment (OR) dealt with both changes
in illumination and orientation, thus considering all the
nenrolldb = 576 poses per subject. From this set, the
nmainposes = {8, 4} main poses were extracted, reserving
rontal
respectively nfmainposes
= {3, 2} items for frontally illuminated samples. The remaining nenrolldb − nmainposes
ones were reordered and split in such a way as to
obtain nsession2 = nsession3 = {284, 286} (i.e., 8pOR , 4pOR
configurations respectively). For each subject, at least
2∗284 = 568 authorized access attempts, and 27∗2∗284 =
15336 violation attempts were simulated.
All tests were performed at the resolutions of 14x10,
20x15, 40x30, 80x60, 160x120 and 320x240 pixels. For the
SURF stage we used the average of the optimal values
previously found for the VidTIMIT database for the 8, 4
and 2 poses configurations (β surf = 0.5). The model described in V-C was adopted for threshold optimization,
with σT = 4.
Some preliminary tests were performed on ExYaleB at
a resolution of 80x60p in order to optimize the cut-off
frequency of the homomorphic filter defined by Eq.(15).
Fig.8 shows that for the FR configurations (8p, 4p, 2p)
the RR is maximized choosing µ = 0.25. The next step

Fig. 8. Measured performance of RFaceID varying cutoff frequency of the homomorphic prefilter for SURF
(Extended Yale B Database, res. 80x60p.) (a) Recognition
rate. (b) False acceptance rate.

Fig. 9. Measured performance for 2DPCA-SURF on the
ExYaleB and MOBIO databases obtained by varying the
size of the poses. (a,c) Recognition rate. (b,d) False
acceptance rate.
was to measure the performance of the system using the
optimal parameter µ just determined and changing the
resolution. The results are shown in Fig. 9 and show that
in these tests RFaceID optimized RR and FAR differently.
If the ratio q = ndef db /nthroptsdb is favourable (several
samples and a small dataset, as in 8poses/4poses FR
tests), the algorithm mostly optimizes RR (that was
between 43% and 61% for all sizes larger than 40x30p),
and this entails a higher FAR (between 1.5% and 2.5%
for all sizes larger than 80x60p). Conversely, if q is
unfavourable (few samples and a large training set, as in
2 poses FR test or in OR tests), RFaceID partially gives up
optimizing the RR, thus concentrating on FAR reduction.
In this case, for all sizes larger than 40x30p, the obtained
RR was between 20.6% and 33.6%, whereas FAR was less
than 1.65%. These RR values are comparable to those reported, for the same FAR, by other recent works applied
to the ExYale B database [48][49]. Moreover, RFaceID, by
exploiting a second stage based on SURF, outperforms at
the lowest resolutions the analogous system exploiting
SIFT, when both applied to the same database with the
same parameters.8
8. Due to the limitation of the page number, those further results
are reported in a separate document, uploaded while submitting this
paper, that will also be made available to the interested Readers.
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Finally, a third experiment on the MOBIO database
was performed, in order to test the generalizability of
the optimal value of µ on a different dataset. For each
one of the 150 subjects, nenrolldb = 190 poses were
randomly chosen. Next, the set of nmainposes ={8,4,2}
poses was extracted, thus generating the two subsets of
nsession2 = nsession3 = {91, 93, 94} samples for threshold
optimization and testing. For each subject, the other 149
were considered as impostors, thus performing at least
2 ∗ 91 = 182 legal access attempts and 149 ∗ 2 ∗ 91 = 27118
violation attempts per subject. Fig. 9 shows that on the
MOBIO dataset RFaceID performed even better than
on ExYaleB, thus achieving a RR between 87.57% and
59.47% and a FAR between 0.33% and 0.13% for all sizes
larger than 40x30p. Moreover, at a resolution of 80x60p,
the Half Total Error Rate HT ER = (F RR + F AR)/2 measured for 8p, 4p and 2p configurations was respectively
6.89%, 13.63% and 20.43%. These values are better than,
or comparable with, those reported for the same dataset
in [42][50].

8

RFACE ID

VS

V ISILAB FACE R EC

A two-stage authentication system, named VisilabFaceRec (VSFR) and based on a 2DPCA-SIFT combination
and RFID tags, was presented in [7]. Though RFaceID
shares some important architectural elements with VisilabFaceRec, it also features a number of fundamental
differences:
• The algorithm for threshold optimization. VSFR chooses
a single point p(ρ) on the primary ROC curve minimizing the cost function:

•

Fig. 10. Performance for VisilabFaceRec on the ExYaleB
db (res. 80x60p). (a-b) RR and FAR measured vary2dpca
ing Ddis
. (c) Normalized values of (FRR, FAR) pairs
2dpca
measured varying Ddis
(only the points in the area
[0.45x0.45] are shown). (d-e) RR and FAR measured
sif t
varying Ddis
.

average brightness of the image, and low frequency
CF AR
LDCT coefficients C(u, v) such as |u + v| < Ddis
F AR(ρ) = F RR(ρ)+υF AR(ρ)
c(ρ) = F RR(ρ)+
CF RR
are set to zero (hence, Ddis is the main parameter
(30)
of the filter). Finally, the inverse DCT is applied to
Starting from p(ρ), the secondary ROC curve (based
the image, and the latter is then back-transformed
on SIFT) is drawn and the point nearest the origin of
into the logarithmic domain (Chen’s compensator
the axes (F RR, F AR) is chosen (thus determining
does not provide for a back-transformation in li2dpca
sif t
the pair (ρ
,σ
)). As a consequence, VSFR
near domain). As a consequence, VSFR performance
performance strongly depends on the choice of the
strongly depends on the choice of two parameters
cost ratio υ = CF AR /CF RR , which has to be man2dpca
sif t
(Ddis
and Ddis
) that have to be manually preset
ually selected “a priori” by the operator. A betbefore using the system. Such an architecture may
ter optimization choice would have been tailoring
misbehave in presence of samples affected by nonthe parameter υ for each user on the basis of its
uniform illumination changes, as the Chen’s filter
sample set acquired during the enrollment phase.
can lead the 2DPCA stage to choose the wrong
Unfortunately, this is not possible in VSFR. The best
sample on the first row of Bdef db , thus affecting the
optimization consists in selecting a value for υ that
effectiveness of the SIFT stage. Conversely, RFaceID
is heuristically and uniquely determined for all users
does not exploit any filter before the first stage
through a simulation. Conversely, RFaceID exploits
(leveraging on samples grabbed under different ilthe BestPoint model (see Sec. V-B) that optimizes
lumination conditions and stored into the tag), and
automatically the cost ratio for each user, in order to
applies only a homomorphic filter (see Eq.15) before
obtain the best compromise between FRR and FAR.
the SURF stage.
The algorithm for illumination compensation. VSFR uses
• The algorithm used by the 2nd stage. VSFR uses a
a pair of Chen’s filters [51], placed before the 2DPCA
SIFT-based classifier [38], whereas RFaceID exploits
and SIFT stages. Chen’s compensator firstly proSURF.
vides for a sample transformation into logarithmic
DCT domain (LDCT) and, next, the LDCT coeffi- This section is aimed at showing that RFaceID outpercient C(0; 0) is set in such a way as to normalize the forms VSFR on Extended Yale B database, even when all
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Fig. 11. Measured performance for VisilabFaceRec on
the Extended Yale B database obtained varying the cost
ratio υ (res. 80x60p.). (a) Recognition rate. (b) False
acceptance rate. (c) Normalized values of (FRR, FAR)
pairs.
2dpca
sif t
three working parameters (Ddis
, Ddis
, υ) of the latter
are optimized. As a first experiment, some tests were
2dpca
done varying the VSFR parameter Ddis
and setting
sif t
up Ddis
= 2, υ = CF AR /CF RR = 1 and β sif t = 0.5.
The results are shown in Fig.10. The optimal values for
2dpca
Ddis
can be found normalizing both FRR and FAR
in the plane [0,1]x[0,1] (see Fig.10(c)) and choosing the
points nearest the origin of the axes. In this experiment,
2dpca
the values found through this method were Ddis
=
{16, 18, 18, 2, 2} respectively for the VSFR configurations
(8p, 4p, 2p, 8pOR , 4pOR ).
As a second experiment, a number of tests were
sif t
performed by varying Ddis
, setting up υ = 1, β sif t = 0.5
2dpca
and using the optimized values for Ddis
just found.
Fig.10(d)10(e) show that the SIFT stage is negatively
affected by the presence of Chen’s compensator. For
sif t
Ddis
> 2 the system shows a better RR, but at the cost
of high FAR. In this case we decided to minimize only
the FAR, and the optimal values chosen for the VSFR
configurations (8p, 4p, 2p, 8pOR , 4pOR ) were respectively
sif t
Ddis
= {2, 2, 0, 2, 2}.
The next experiment dealt with the optimization of the
cost ratio υ. The simulations were carried out using the
2dpca
sif t
values just found for Ddis
and Ddis
. Fig. 11 shows that
FRR and FAR can be minimized, for all configurations,
choosing υ = 2.
The previous tests were all performed at a resolution
of 80x60p. The final step was to measure the performance of VSFR by varying the resolution and using the
optimized parameters just found. Fig.12(a)12(b) show
the measured performance, and Fig.12(c)12(d) show a
comparison with RFaceID (positive values indicate a
better behavior of RFaceID).
In the FR tests, RFaceID achieved better RR values at
all resolutions larger than 20x15p. The new system was
very effective at the intermediate resolutions (40x30p
and 80x60p) with a peak difference of 25.8% at 40x30p.
It achieved also better FAR, but only at the resolutions
of 160x120p and 320x240p, with gains up to 0.9%. Conversely, at the intermediate resolutions the FAR were
slightly worse, with differences up to 2.3% at 40x30p (a
result still acceptable being large the RR gain at the same
size). In the OR tests the two systems performed differ-

Fig. 12. Measured performance for VisilabFaceRec on
the Extended Yale B database obtained varying the sizes
of the poses. (a) Recognition rate. (b) False acceptance
rate. (c) RR difference between RFaceID and VisilabFaceRec. (d) FAR difference between VisilabFaceRec and
RFaceID.
ently. At intermediate and largest resolutions, RFaceID
obtained worse RR values than VSFR (differences up
to 9.8%), but better FAR values at (differences up to
4.31%). In conclusion, when used at resolutions larger
than 20x15p, RFaceID always outperforms VSFR, at least
in one of the two score indexes (RR or FAR).
8.1

Authentication times

Tab. III shows the minimum authentication times tmin
measured for RFaceID, VSFR and Disparity using an
ASRock E350M1 board (cpu AMD Fusion dual core
1.6GHz) and an Inpinji Speedway RFID reader. This time
is minimum when the user is immediately authorized
after the RFID is read. In this case, tmin = trf id + tf rec ,
where trf id is the time required for tag reading (at a
distance of 50 cm) and decompression, and tf rec is the
time required for 2DPCA face space rebuilding, 2DPCA
matching, and SURF (or SIFT for VSFR) matching with
homomorphic filtering. For Disparity, tf rec is the time required for GaborJet calculation and comparison through
Canberra similarity. The tests show that RFaceID experienced the lowest recognition times.
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C ONCLUSION

AND FUTURE WORKS

This paper presented RFaceID, a multifactor authentication system for access control of services and restricted
areas, which combines face recognition and token-based
authentication for the sake of improved accuracy, reliability, and privacy. The system was specifically devised
to work with very low resolution images, thus allowing
the storage of the sensitive biometrics user data (e.g.,
the face images) directly into the RFID tag, without the
need for a centralized biometric database. To the best of
our knowledge, RFaceID performs better, and with lower
resolution face images, than the other approaches in the
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TABLE 3
Authentication times [s]

[12]

avg(trf id )
stddev(trf id )
avg(tf rec )
stddev(tf rec )
avg(tf rec )
stddev(tf rec )
avg(tf rec )
stddev(tf rec )
tmin
tmin
tmin

RFaceID
RFaceID
VSFR
VSFR
Disparity
Disparity
RFaceID
VSFR
Disparity

8poses
40x30p
7.296
0.403
0.545
0.022
0.734
0.050
9.781
0.113
7.841
8.031
17.078

8poses
80x60p
25.434
1.312
0.849
0.146
1.720
0.128
21.140
0.803
26.283
27.154
46.574

4poses
40x30p
3.698
0.202
0.405
0.012
0.477
0.028
4.878
0.216
4.103
4.175
8.577

4poses
80x60p
12.732
0.656
0.597
0.036
1.032
0.071
11.431
0.392
13.329
13.764
24.163

2poses 2poses
40x30p 80x60p
1.947
6.428
0.115
0.333
0.316
0.367
0.011
0.036
0.343
0.537
0.013
0.028
2.634
5.417
0.040
0.142
2.263
6.795
2.291
6.966
4.582 11.845

[13]

[14]

literature integrating RFID tags and biometric authentication [12–17]. Moreover, thanks to its novel BestPoint
model, RFaceID achieved better FAR/FRR ratio than
other state-of-the-art algorithms, such as Gabor Disparity
[42]. Furthermore, despite the low execution times and
the small amount of data available, RFaceID is able to
ensure an acceptable recognition rate together with a
low false acceptance rate even in presence of strong
variations in the aspect of the authorized user due to
illumination changes. Future work will be aimed to improve the recognition rate on ExYaleB database without
increasing the FAR, by using the preprocessor proposed
in [52] before the 2DPCA-stage or by using a novel
2DLDA-based [36] first matcher devised to attenuate
only the intra-class component of the large-scale band
variations [53] in the LDCT feature space.

[15]
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